Children

Agents of S.L.A.M.

Twins

by Dave Scheidt

by Varian Johnson

JGN Scheidt
The Agents of S.L.A.M. aren't your
average professional wrestlers.
They're led by the fearless and
famous Bruno Bravado and work for
the president of the United States to
protect people from all kinds of
threats—both on Earth and in space!

JGN Twins
At the beginning of the sixth grade,
twins Maureen and Francine
distinguish themselves for the first
time by pursing separate interests.

Shark and Bot

JGN J590 War
Find out more than you ever thought
possible about creatures both cute
and weird, large and small, while
discovering new stories about
human history from the perspective
of our animal companions.

by Brian Yanish
Call Number
JGN Shark
Unlikely best pals Shark and Bot,
overcome their sharp-toothed and
saw-armed differences to support
each other against bullies who will
not share the playground.

Sort of Super
by Eric Gapstur
JGN Sort
When his dad makes him hide his
super powers, 11-year-old Wyatt
Flynn—going behind his dad's
back—decides to make a difference
in the community and teams up with
his little sister to fight crime.

Steve L. McEvil
by Lucas P. Turnbloom
JGN Steve
Middle school supervillain-intraining Steve L. McEvil believes that
no one is more villainous than his
new neighbor Vic Turry, who is just
too NICE, and sets out to expose
Vic's true nature.

Pests and Pets
by Andy Warner

Graphic
Novels

A Shot in the Arm!
by Don Brown
JGN J615.372 Bro
Beginning with smallpox and
concluding with an overview of the
COVID-19 pandemic, Brown traces
the evolution of vaccines and
examines deadly diseases such as
measles, polio, and influenza.

Who Was the First Man on
the Moon?: Neil
Armstrong
by Nathan Page

Read the pictures in these full-length
stories that combine text and
graphics.

JGN Biography Armstrong
From his childhood experiments to
his first encounters with flight,
explore the steps Neil Armstrong
took in order to become the first
person to land on the moon.
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When Pigs Fly

Marshmallow & Jordan

by Rob Harrell

by Alina Chau

JGN Batpig
After a bite from his radioactive bat
best friend, Gary goes from ordinary
pig to high-flying superhero and
must juggle his ordinary life with
saving the world.

JGN Chau
Jordan's days as star player for
her school's basketball team
ended when an accident left her
paralyzed. Now, she's still the team
captain, but her competition days
seem to be behind her, until an
encounter with a mysterious
elephant helps Jordan discover a
brand new sport.

Unlikely Friends
by Norman Feuti
JGN Beak
Ally the alligator is perfectly happy
being alone, until one day a noisy
bird named Beak lands on her
snout. Beak thinks Ally is lonely
and needs a friend. He has all sorts
of friendship goals in mind, like
riding bikes together, going to the
movies together, and even solving
mysteries together!

We Love Bubbles!
by Vikram Madan
JGN Bobo
While blowing bubbles, Pup-Pup
gets annoyed with his best friend
Bobo who loves popping them and
comes up with a clever idea to make
him stop, until Bobo gets carried
away—literally!

Out in the Wild!
by Mike Lowery
JGN Bug Scouts
To earn their foraging bug badge,
Doug, Abby, and Josh—the Bug
Scouts—embark on an adventure in
the wilderness to find an edible
plant and encounter a clever
frog who distracts them from
their mission.

Swim Team
by Johnnie Christmas
JGN Christmas
When she has to take Swim 101,
middle schooler Bree must face one
of her greatest fears, but with a little
help from an elderly neighbor and
former swim team captain, she
becomes her schools best hope to
beat their rival.

The Invisible Whale
by Beth Ferry
JGN Crab
When best beach friends Crab
and Snail discover that it is only
raining on them, they consult one
know-it-all gull to get to the bottom
of it and make a special new friend
in the process.

¡¡Manu!!
by Kelly Fernández
JGN Fernandez
After a prank goes seriously wrong
and she loses her powers, Manu uses
a dangerous spell to restore them
and learns that great power comes
at a high price—one that she may
not be able to pay.

The First Cat in Space Ate
Pizza
by Mac Barnett
JGN First
Something terrible is happening
in the skies! Rats are eating the
Moon! There's only one hero for the
job, a bold and fearsome beast
bioengineered in a secret lab to be
the Moon's savior and Earth's last
hope! And that hero is... a cat. A cat
who will be blasted into space!

Housecat Trouble
by Mason Dickerson
JGN Housecat
Terrified of everything, Buster must
learn to be brave when his owner
goes away and he suddenly finds his
home filled with monsters.

Bedhead Ted
by Scott SanGiacomo
JGN SanGiacomo
Ted discovers that his wild red hair is
actually a gift rather than a curse
when he helps his best friend search
for the Brookside Beast—a giant
raccoon terrorizing the town.

The Aquanaut
by Dan Santat
Call Number
JGN Santat
With her father lost at sea, Sophie
wanders aimlessly around
Aqualand, a marine theme park,
until an aquanaut breaks into the
parks research lab, revealing
Aqualands dark side and vowing
to free the captive marine life with
her help.

